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The Overton Window Simon and
Schuster
Glenn Beck, #1 bestselling author and
radio host, reveals the cold truth behind
the ideology of progressivism and how
the tenets of this dangerous belief
system are eroding the foundation of
this country. Politics is no longer about
pointing to a shining city on the hill; it’s
about promising you a shiny new car

for your driveway. The candidate who
tells the people what they want to hear
is usually the one who wins—no matter
the truth. Politicians may be sleazy and
spineless, but they’re not stupid. They
see that the way to win is by first telling
people everything that is wrong with the
world, and then painting a Utopian
vision that they’ll create right here on
earth, one where no one is ever sick or
hungry, jobless, or homeless. All we
have to do is surrender our freedom
and someone else’s wallet and they’ll
make it happen. And so they continue
to lie, and we continue to believe them,
and they keep winning elections. The
only way to break the cycle is to
understand why Americans fall for the

deception over and over again.
Progressives from both parties exploit
us by first pointing out the things we
should be afraid of, and then offering us
“solutions” to these fears—solutions that
always require us to give up our
freedoms. In his signature no-holds-
barred way, Beck destroys the false
promises of Progressivism and asks us:
Why do we accept the lies?
Living with Agenda 21 St. Martin's
Press
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
The New York Times bestselling
author of The Great Reset arms you
to the teeth with information
necessary to debunk the socialist
arguments that have once again
become popular, and proves that the
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free market is the only way to go. With
his trademark humor, Beck lampoons
the resurgence of this bankrupt leftist
philosophy with thousands of stories,
facts, arguments and easy-to-
understand graphics for anyone who is
willing to ask the hard questions. He
shows that this new shiny socialism is
just the same as the old one: a costly
and dangerous failure that leaves
desperation, poverty, and bodies in its
wake.
Simon and Schuster
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The
New York Times bestselling author of The
Great Reset arms you to the teeth with
information necessary to debunk the socialist
arguments that have once again become
popular, and proves that the free market is
the only way to go. With his trademark
humor, Beck lampoons the resurgence of this
bankrupt leftist philosophy with thousands of
stories, facts, arguments and easy-to-
understand graphics for anyone who is
willing to ask the hard questions. He shows
that this new shiny socialism is just the same
as the old one: a costly and dangerous failure
that leaves desperation, poverty, and bodies
in its wake.

The Original Argument Simon
and Schuster
Glenn Beck’s heart-pounding
sequel to his #1 bestselling
novel The Overton Window The
last battle for freedom is
under way. An unlikely band
of ordinary Americans is
ready to make its last stand
in defense of self-rule,
freedom, and liberty. Among
them is Molly Ross, a young
rebel who exposed a shadow
war for the nation’s fate
that is waged by aging
trillionaire Aaron Doyle and
an elite cabal of self-styled
tyrants. Marked as traitors
and hunted down, Ross and her
allies are cornered and
standing alone. But the fight
is far from over. As Doyle
prepares to fulfill his dark
global vision for humanity’s
future, Molly and her small
but devoted team bravely
infiltrate one of the most
secure locations on Earth—a

place holding longstanding
secrets that, if revealed,
will forever change the way
Americans view their
extraordinary place in
history. Glenn Beck takes the
sizzling suspense and roller-
coaster twists of The Overton
Window to new heights in this
electrifying thriller.

Being George Washington Simon and
Schuster
The instant New York Times and USA
Today bestseller America is suffering from
PTSD—The Reckoning diagnoses its core
causes and helps us begin the healing
process. For four years, Donald J. Trump
inflicted an onslaught of overlapping and
interconnected traumas upon the American
people, targeting anyone he perceived as
being an “other” or an enemy. Women
were discounted and derided, the sick were
dismissed as weak and unworthy of help,
immigrants and minorities were demonized
and discriminated against, and money was
elevated above all else. In short, he
transformed our country into a macro
version of his malignantly dysfunctional
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family. How can we make sense of the
degree to which our institutions and leaders
have let us down? How can we negotiate a
world in which all sense of safety and justice
seems to have been destroyed? How can
we—as individuals and as a
nation—confront, process, and overcome
this loss of trust and the ways we have been
forever altered by chaos, division, and
cruelty? And when the dust finally settles,
how can we begin to heal, in the midst of
ongoing health and economic crises and the
greatest political divide since the Civil War?
Mary L. Trump is uniquely positioned to
answer these difficult questions. She holds a
Ph.D. in clinical psychology specializing in
trauma, has herself been diagnosed with
post-traumatic stress disorder, and happens
to be Donald J. Trump’s only niece. In
The Reckoning, she applies her unique
expertise to the task of helping us confront
an all-encompassing trauma, one that has
taken an immense toll on our nation’s
health and well-being. A new leader alone
cannot fix us. Donald J. Trump is only the
latest symptom of a disease that has existed
within the body politic since America’s
inception—from the original sin of slavery

through our unceasing, organized
commitment to inequality. Our failure to
acknowledge this, let alone root it out, has
allowed it to metastasize. Now, we are
confronted with the limits of our own
agency on a daily basis. Whether it
manifests itself in rising levels of rage and
hatred, or hopelessness and apathy, the
unspeakable stress of living in a country we
no longer recognize has affected all of us for
a long time, in ways we may not fully
understand. An enormous amount of
healing must be done to rebuild our lives,
our faith in leadership, and our hope for this
nation. It starts with The Reckoning.
The Immortal Nicholas Simon and Schuster
Glenn Beck, the New York Times bestselling
author of The Great Reset, returns with his
contemporary adaptation of The Federalist
Papers with the inclusion of his own
commentary and annotations to help readers
interpret and understand the Constitution.
Glenn Beck revisited Thomas Paine’s famous
pre-Revolutionary War call to action in his #1
New York Times bestseller Glenn Beck’s
Common Sense. Now he brings his historical
acumen and political savvy to this fresh, new
interpretation of The Federalist Papers, the
18th-century collection of political essays that

defined and shaped our Constitution and laid
bare the “original argument” between
states’ rights and big federal government—a
debate as relevant and urgent today as it was at
the birth of our nation. Adapting a selection of
these essential essays—pseudonymously
authored by the now well-documented
triumvirate of Alexander Hamilton, James
Madison, and John Jay—for a contemporary
audience, Glenn Beck has had them reworked
into “modern” English so as to be
thoroughly accessible to anyone seeking a
better understanding of the Founding
Fathers’ intent and meaning when laying the
groundwork of our government. Beck provides
his own illuminating commentary and
annotations and, for a number of the essays,
has brought together the viewpoints of both
liberal and conservative historians and scholars,
making this a fair and insightful perspective on
the historical works that remain the primary
source for interpreting Constitutional law and
the rights of American citizens.
The 7 Basic Books
The sequel to Agenda 21—which Brad Thor
called “a brilliantly written, exhilarating, pulse-
pounding adventure”—from #1 New York
Times bestselling author and nationally syndicated
radio host Glenn Beck. It was once named
America, but now it is just “the Republic.”
Following the worldwide implementation of a UN-
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led program called Agenda 21, the once-proud
people of America have become obedient residents
who live in barren, brutal Compounds and serve
the autocratic, merciless Authorities. Citizens
mainly keep their heads down and their mouths
shut—but Emmeline is different. When the
Authorities took her mother away, she started
questioning the world around her. What happened
to her mom? Why is everyone confined to grim
living spaces and made to eat the same food cubes
every day? Why was her own baby taken from her
to be raised in the Children’s Village? And are
those who got away during the Relocations—the so-
called shadow people—merely a rumor? When
Emmeline’s questions lead to the realization that
she will never see her child again, she decides to
escape the Compound. Fleeing the armed enforcers
of the Earth Protection Agency, and facing the
unknown for the first time in their lives, Emmeline
and her partner David run into the shadows in the
desperate hope of finding something they’d only
heard stories about from those who’d lived before
the Relocations: freedom.
An Inconvenient Book Simon and Schuster
Combining biography and George
Washington's own writings with his own
trademark insights, comments and sidebars, a
controversial TV host asserts that
Washington's beliefs and values are especially
important to remember as the 2012 election
approaches. Reprint.
Miracles and Massacres Thomas Nelson

Children often have trouble telling their father how
much they love him. Fortunately, this book
expresses those emotions for them. This endearing
collection of stories about the everyday heroics of
the contributors� fathers, and father figures, will
show Dad how much he means to his children.
From the story of a fly fishing trip that bonded
father and daughter to the one that saw a friend�s
imposing father turn into the contributor�s own
loving father-figure, this wonderful book brings
together tales of heroic dads from all walks of life,
and is a great way for his kids to show him how
much they care. And it lets dads everywhere know
that they don�t need to be daring to be
heroicùthat it can be the little things that mean the
most to his kids.
Arguing with Idiots Simon and Schuster
FUNNY. FRIGHTENING. TRUE. It
happens to all of us: You're minding your own
business, when some idiot informs you that
guns are evil, the Prius will save the planet, or
the rich have to finally start paying their fair
share of taxes. Just go away! you think to
yourself -- but they only become more
obnoxious. Your heart rate quickens. You start
to sweat. You can't get away. Your only hope
is... ...this book. Glenn Beck, author of the #1
New York Times bestsellers An Inconvenient
Book and Glenn Beck's Common Sense, has
stumbled upon the secret formula to winning
arguments against people with big mouths but

small minds: knowing the facts. And this book is
full of them. The next time your Idiot Friends
tell you how gun control prevents gun violence,
you'll tell them all about England's handgun
ban (see page 53). When they tell you that we
should copy the UK's health-care system, you'll
recount the horrifying facts you read on page
244. And the next time an idiot tells you that
vegetable prices will skyrocket without illegal
workers, you'll stop saying "no, they won't" and
you'll start saying, "actually, eliminating all
illegal labor will cause us to spend just $8 a year
more on produce." (See page 139.) Idiots can't
be identified through voting records, they can
be found only by looking for people who hide
behind stereotypes, embrace partisanship, and
believe that bumper sticker slogans are a
substitute for common sense. If you know
someone who fits the bill, then Arguing with
Idiots will help you silence them once and for
all with the ultimate weapon: the truth.
Arguing with Socialists Simon and Schuster
COURAGE > COWARDS As we approach the
most important presidential election in America’s
history, something has been lost among all of the
debates, attack ads, and super- PACs—something
that Americans used to hold in very high regard:
THE TRUTH. Glenn Beck likes to say that “the
truth has no agenda”—but there’s another side
to that: people who have agendas rarely care about
the truth. And, these days, it seems like everyone
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has an agenda. The media leads with stories that
rate over those that matter. Politicians put lobbyists
and electability over honesty. Radicals alter history
in order to change the future. In Cowards, Glenn
Beck exposes the truth about thirteen important
issues that have been hijacked by deceit. Whether
out of spite, greed, or fear, these are the things that
no one seems to be willing to have an honest
conversation about. For example: * How our two-
party POLITICAL SYSTEM often leaves voters
with NO GOOD OPTIONS. * How extremists are
slowly integrating ISLAMIC LAW into our
SOCIETY. * How PROGRESSIVE “religious”
leaders like JIM WALLIS are politicizing the Bible.
* How the CARTEL VIOLENCE on our border is
FAR WORSE than people realize. * How
“LIBERTARIAN” has been
INTENTIONALLY turned into a DIRTY
WORD. * How GEORGE SOROS has amassed
enough MONEY and POWER to INFLUENCE
entire ECONOMIES. In some cases, the truth is
out there, but people simply don’t want to hear it.
It’s much easier, and certainly a lot more
convenient, to keep our blinders on. After all, as a
quote attributed to President James Garfield made
clear, “The truth will set you free, but first it will
make you miserable.” Miserable or not, the truth
can no longer be something we hope for; it must be
something we live. When courage prevails, cowards
do not—and this book was written to ensure
that’s exactly what happens.
Addicted to Outrage Simon and Schuster
Agenda 21Simon and Schuster

Liars Simon and Schuster
THE FACTS. THE FUTURE. THE
FIGHT TO FIX AMERICA— BEFORE
IT’S TOO LATE. In the words of
Harvard economist Niall Ferguson, the
United States is “an empire on the edge of
chaos.” Why? Glenn Beck thinks the
answer is pretty simple: Because we’ve
turned our backs on the Constitution. Yes,
our country is financially broke, but that’s
just a side effect of our broken spirit, our
broken faith in government, the broken
promises by our leaders, and a broken
political system that has centralized power
at the expense of individual rights. There is
a lot of work ahead, but we can’t move
forward until we first understand how we
got here. Starting with the American
Revolution, Glenn takes readers on an
express train through 234 years of history,
culminating with the Great Recession and
the bipartisan recklessness of Presidents
Bush and Obama. It’s the history lesson
we all wished we’d had in school. (Did
you know, for example, that FDR once
made a key New Deal policy decision based
on his lucky number?) Along the way,
you’ll see how everything you thought

you knew about the political parties is a lie,
how Democrats and Republicans alike used
to fight for minimum government and
maximum freedom, and how both parties
have been taken over by a cancer called
“progressivism.” By the end, you’ll
understand why no president, no congress
and no court can fix this problem alone.
Looking toward them for answers is like
looking toward the ocean for drinking
water— it looks promising, but the end
result is catastrophic. After revealing the
trail of lies that brought us here, Broke
exposes the truth about what we’re really
facing. Most people have seen pieces of the
puzzle, but very few have ever seen the
whole picture—and for very good reason:
Our leaders have done everything in their
power to hide it. If Americans understood
how dire things really are, they would be
demanding radical reform right now.
Despite the rhetoric, that’s not the kind of
change our politicians really believe in.
Finally, Broke provides the hope that comes
with knowing the truth. Once you see what
we’re really up against, it’s much easier
to develop a realistic plan. To fix ourselves
financially, Glenn argues, we have to fix
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ourselves first. That means some serious
introspection and, ultimately, a series of
actions that will unite all Americans around
the concept of shared sacrifice. After all, this
generation may not be asked to storm
beaches, but we are being asked to do
something just as critical to preserving
freedom. Packed with great stories from
history, chalkboard-style teachable
moments, custom illustrations, and Glenn
Beck’s trademark combination of
entertainment and enlightenment, Broke
makes the case that when you’re traveling
in the wrong direction, slight course
corrections won’t cut it—you need to take
drastic action. Through a return to
individual rights, an uncompromising
adherence to the Constitution, and a
complete rethinking about the role of
government in a free society, Glenn exposes
the idea of “transformation” for the
progressive smokescreen that it is, and
instead builds a compelling case that
restoration is the only way forward.
The Eye of Moloch Simon and Schuster
When the government comes for her mother,
Emmeline embarks on a plan to save her
family and expose the truth behind the

objectives of the United Nations' agenda 21.
The Great Reset Quirk Books
A plan to destroy America, a hundred years in the
making, is about to be unleashed . . . can it be
stopped? There is a powerful technique called the
Overton Window that can shape our lives, our
laws, and our future. It works by manipulating
public perception so that ideas previously thought
of as radical begin to seem acceptable over time.
Move the Window and you change the debate.
Change the debate and you change the country.
For Noah Gardner, a twentysomething public
relations executive, it’s safe to say that political
theory is the furthest thing from his mind. Smart,
single, handsome, and insulated from the world’s
problems by the wealth and power of his father,
Noah is far more concerned about the future of his
social life than the future of his country. But all of
that changes when Noah meets Molly Ross, a
woman who is consumed by the knowledge that
the America we know is about to be lost forever.
She and her group of patriots have vowed to
remember the past and fight for the future—but
Noah, convinced they’re just misguided
conspiracy-theorists, isn’t interested in lending
his considerable skills to their cause. And then the
world changes. An unprecedented attack on U.S.
soil shakes the country to the core and puts into
motion a frightening plan, decades in the making,
to transform America and demonize all those who
stand in the way. Amidst the chaos, many don’t
know the difference between conspiracy theory

and conspiracy fact—or, more important, which
side to fight for. But for Noah, the choice is clear:
Exposing the plan, and revealing the conspirators
behind it, is the only way to save both the woman
he loves and the individual freedoms he once took
for granted. After five back-to-back #1 New York
Times bestsellers, national radio and Fox News
television host Glenn Beck has delivered a ripped-
from-the-headlines thriller that seamlessly weaves
together American history, frightening facts about
our present condition, and a heart-stopping plot.
The Overton Window will educate, enlighten, and,
most important, entertain—with twists and
revelations no one will see coming.
The Snow Angel Simon and Schuster
The United States has surrendered to a foreign
power! Impossible! But true! Agenda 21 is a
United Nations program, inaugurated in 1992
and signed by our delegates. It became our law
through executive order 12858 issued by Bill
Clinton. The Obama administration is
working feverishly to carry out this program
through more than 900 executive orders
designed by the fifty plus czars. Most people
have never heard of Agenda 21. This
administration is quietly at work turning us
into a socialist state. To save our freedoms we
must know what is being foisted on us even as
you read this.--P. [4] of cover.
Agenda 21: Into the Shadows Pocket Books
Drawing from the Koran, the hadith, and leaders
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of fundamentalist groups, identifies the core beliefs
that inspire Islamic extremism while debunking
commonly held notions about the religion.
The Real America Simon and Schuster
#1 New York Times bestselling author and
popular radio and television host Glenn Beck
revisits Thomas Paine's Common Sense. In
any era, great Americans inspire us to reach
our full potential. They know with conviction
what they believe within themselves. They
understand that all actions have consequences.
And they find commonsense solutions to the
nation’s problems. One such American,
Thomas Paine, was an ordinary man who
changed the course of history by penning
Common Sense, the concise 1776 masterpiece
in which, through extraordinarily
straightforward and indisputable arguments,
he encouraged his fellow citizens to take
control of America’s future—and, ultimately,
her freedom. Nearly two and a half centuries
later, those very freedoms once again hang in
the balance. And now, Glenn Beck revisits
Paine’s powerful treatise with one purpose: to
galvanize Americans to see past
government’s easy solutions, two-party
monopoly, and illogical methods and take back
our great country.
Broke Simon and Schuster
A thrilling new holiday novel from #1 New

York Times bestselling author Glenn Beck.
BEFORE HE WAS FATHER
CHRISTMAS⋯HE WAS SIMPLY A
FATHER. Thirteen-time #1 national
bestselling author Glenn Beck realized years
ago that somewhere along the way, his four
children had become more focused on Santa
than the meaning of Christmas. No matter how
he tried, he could not redirect their attention
away from presents and elves to the manger
instead. Glenn didn't want to be the Grinch
who spoiled the magic of Kris Kringle, so he
had to find a unique way to turn his kids back
toward the true meaning of Christmas. He
decided the best place to start was by first
turning Santa himself back toward Christ. That
was when one of America’s best storytellers
began to craft a tale that would change
everything his kids thought they knew about
Santa—the incredible story he went on to tell
them that Christmas Eve spans over a thousand
years and explains the meaning behind the
immortality and generosity of the man named
Claus. The Immortal Nicholas has now been
expanded and reimagined into this novel for
adults; a novel full of drama, history, legend,
and heart. From the snowy mountains of
Western Asia, to the deserts of Egypt, to
Yemen’s elusive frankincense-bearing
boswellia trees, this is an epic tale that gives the

legend of Santa a long overdue Christ-centered
mission. In this novel, Glenn Beck
fundamentally transforms the figure that the
world now mainly associates with shopping, all
while staying true to the real story of the baby
who brought redemption and salvation to the
entire world.
Glenn Beck's Common Sense Simon and
Schuster
A controversial TV and radio host presents
a passionate case for guns, arguing that gun
control isn't really about controlling guns at
all; it's about controlling the people.
Original.
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